Testimonies
"After seeing various aerial video's carried out by Photography 19 on Construction sites, we asked if
one could be compiled at our purpose built training centre. Whilst carrying out tests and training, on
the day, Kieran was able to capture the action using a Drone together with various stills that we are
able to use for promotional purposes. This has proved a worthwhile tool for Allenby Training and
enables us to give insight into what we do and show office-based customers the facilities that we
work from whilst training their employees.
Photography 19 worked discreetly and professionally on the day, which enabled us to carry on
working with them in the background. The finished product was done very quickly enabling us to
move forward with our promotional plans - we would definitely recommend them for any commercial
work and will be calling on them again when we are ready to record our Head Office Centre Training
in Lincoln."
Michael Evans (Director) Allenby Training Services

‘’After viewing a varied portfolio of work, Trenchless Solutions Ltd approached Photography19 to
undertake aerial footage complete with photos and a promo video on a construction project in
Nottingham, from the outset a professional friendly attitude was shown. The footage we received
from the various sessions was of the highest quality, the material has being very beneficial on our
corporate website and on our various social media channels’’.
‘’Trenchless Solutions was highly delighted with the service and manner in which the work by
Photography 19 was delivered and would not hesitate to employ their services on future contracts’’.
Steve Varley (Director)
Trenchless Solutions

‘’After a well presented portfolio Photography 19 produced Paul John Construction a promo video
that we had attached to our revamped website along with stills to be used on promotional leaflets
and advertising campaigns, this included ground and aerial stills of the works we carry out.
Their professional approach and knowledge of business development is second to none and we would
highly recommend them to anyone in the construction industry.
Mark Inch (Commercial Director) Paul John Construction

‘’ After seeing Photography 19 Ltd’s work on social media I arranged for them to bring in their
portfolio, we were very impressed with their portfolio, we then placed an order to carry out aerial
stills and video and two of sites’’.
‘’We then received the images and videos that were of very high standard; we have extended our
order to a long-term contract taking aerial stills and videos of some of our prestigious site that we
currently have on our live contract list, they are also helping us with the development of our new
website’’.
Daniel Ingall (Director) Daniel Charles Construction

